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The Biological Carbon Pump and Long-term Carbon Sequestration

• Transfer of organic matter from the 

surface ocean, through the twilight 

zone, into the deep ocean.

• North Atlantic = key region for carbon 

sequestration

• carbon sequestration horizons →

estimate magnitude of C stored on 

climate-relevant timescales (> 100 

years IPCC)

• Literature carbon sequestration 

horizons: 500m, 1000m, depth of 

permanent pycnocline

Aims:

1) Identify efficient regions of carbon 

storage in the North Atlantic

2) Explore how fixed sequestration 

horizons impact carbon storage 

estimatesMartin et al. (2020)
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Lagrangian Particle Simulations within ORCA025 configuration of a UKESM model

• oceanparcels (Delandmeter and Van 

Sebille, 2019; Lange and Van Sebille, 2017).

• 1/4° degree resolution configuration of 

the coupled physics-biogeochemistry 

ocean model used within UKESM1.

• Particles, representing remineralised

exported carbon, were released from 

three vertical sequestration horizons 

every month for 20 yrs at 500m, 1000m 

and 2000m in the North Atlantic and 

tracked for 100 years.
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How long until particles are re-entrained into the mixed layer?

▪ Particles are re-entrained into the mixed layer on shorter timescales in the Subpolar North Atlantic

▪ The timescales of re-entrainment increase the away from the Subpolar North Atlantic and with deeper release depths

▪ The Eastern subtropical and tropical Atlantic are the most efficient regions for long-term carbon storage

Release Location

Re-entrainment Location
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Sequestration Efficiency versus Magnitude of Organic Carbon Flux 

▪ Sequestration efficiency varies regionally

▪ The Labrador and GIN seas have much lower efficiencies due to deep mixed layers

▪ The magnitude AND region of carbon fluxes are important when considering long-term sequestration

Release Location
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Sequestration Efficiency versus Magnitude of Organic Carbon Flux 

Carbon sequestration potential (%) = particle sequestration efficiency (%) x normalised carbon flux

Release Location
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Fixed Shallow Carbon Sequestration Horizons Overestimate Carbon Storage

• Using shallow carbon sequestration horizons overestimates the carbon sequestration magnitude

• North Atlantic carbon sequestration magnitude = 0.033 (±0.003) PgC yr¯¹



Summary
• The depth of long-term carbon sequestration varies greatly 

by region within the North Atlantic
• Using fixed horizons may lead to overestimates of long-term 

carbon storage

Future Work

• Compare with satellite-derived carbon fluxes
• Link sequestration efficiency to Eulerian properties → apply to 

lower resolution models




